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Thisbe is an aspiring author who encounters some unexpected speed bumps when her English teacher assigns a new project. Mr. Oliver wants the class to explore what it means to be or to have an audience. As part of the assignment, Thisbe makes a new online friend named Iphis, who goes to a nearby school. Iphis soon becomes the audience for Thisbe’s writing, and from there, things begin spinning as Thisbe tries to understand her body, people around her, life plans, and her writing. Thisbe contemplates where the line actually lies between writing and living for herself, or writing and living for an audience — all in her own strange kingdom of words.

_The Kingdom of Strange_ is the story of a teenage girl trying to navigate her way through high school, but it has a slightly different feel because it is formatted as journal entries and emails. Klinger approaches serious subjects with Thisbe's sense of humor and Grandma Edna's older wisdom, leaving the reader laughing and pondering simultaneously. The content is fresh and uplifting, making this a suitable book for any young adults who are looking to escape for a while from their own worlds into Thisbe's.